
ACCOUNTING

 2.3
Externally assessed 5 credits

 Achievement Standard 91176
Prepare fi nancial information for 
an entity that operates accounting 
subsystems

To gain the credits in Achievement Standard 91176 (Accounting 2.3), you will be required to have a full 
understanding of the fi nancial statements that a sole proprietor, registered for GST on the invoice basis, 
would have prepared at the end of the fi nancial year. The nature of the business conducted by the sole 
trader could be either:

• a service fi rm; or
• a trading fi rm (using a perpetual inventory system).
In addition to this, you need to be able to record any relevant balance-date adjustments, closing entries, 
and reversal entries in both the General Journal and General Ledger.
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Balance-date adjustments

The life of a business is broken into periods of equal length, and as a result of the existence of differing 
accounting periods, some transactions occur during one period, but relate to a different accounting period 
– thus, balance-date adjustments must be prepared to ensure that transactions are accurately reported in 
the period to which they relate. Adjustments required at balance day include the following.

1. Accrued expenses
These are expenses incurred by the business (the service/goods have been received or used) but as at 
balance day they have not been recorded in the fi nancial records of the business. The General Journal entry 
will always be: 

DR ‘Expense name’ (e.g. wages) xx

CR Accrued expenses xx

Current liability
in the Statement of 
Financial Position

2. Accrued income
These are income items that have been earned by the business (the service/goods have been provided) but 
as at balance day they have not been recorded in the fi nancial records of the business.

The General Journal entry will always be:

DR Accrued income xx

CR ‘Income name’ (e.g. dividends) xx

Current asset
in the Statement of 

Financial Position

Copy correctly – Up to 3% of a workbook
Copying or scanning from ESA workbooks is subject to the NZ Copyright Act which limits copying to 3% of this workbook.
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3. Prepayments
These are expenses that have been paid for by the business (always GST-exclusive amount) but as at 
balance day they have not been incurred (used) by the business. The General Journal entry will always be:

DR Prepayments xx

CR ‘Expense name’ (e.g. insurance) xx

Current asset
in the Statement of 

Financial Position

4. Income in advance
These are income items that have been received by the business (always GST-exclusive amount) but as at 
balance day they have not been earned by the business. The General Journal entry will always be:

DR ‘Income name’ (e.g. commission) xx

CR Income in advance xx

Current liability
in the Statement of 

Financial Position

5. Accounts payable
This adjustment is used when there is an invoice dated on or before balance date, but it has as yet not been 
recorded. The Journal entry will always be:

For Accounts payable

DR Expenditure item (e.g. vehicles, electricity, inventory) xx

DR GST xx

CR  Accounts payable xx

6. Accounts receivable
This adjustment is used when an invoice has been issued prior to balance day for work done, but payment 
has not been received. If for sales, the cost price of the inventory will also need to be accounted for. The 
Journal entry will always be:

DR Accounts receivable xx

CR  GST xx

CR  Revenue name (sales or fees received) xx

And for a retail business the following journal must also be prepared.

DR Cost of goods sold xx

CR  Inventory xx

7. Bad debts
Bad debts occur when accounts receivable fail to meet their debt obligation to the business. The business 
will ‘write off’ the account of the debtor (erase their debt) and this amount will be recorded as an expense 
in the Income Statement. The General Journal entry will always be:

DR     Bad debts xx

DR     GST xx

CR    Accounts receivable xx

Administrative
expenses in the

Income Statement

8. Allowance for doubtful debts
This allowance is made to allow for accounts receivable that, given historical evidence, will be unlikely 
to repay the debt to the business. The allowance is not specifi c to particular debtors; it is an estimated 
percentage of accounts receivable. When increasing the allowance for doubtful debts, the General Journal 
entry will always be:
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DR Doubtful debts expense xx

CR Allowance for doubtful debts xx

1. Increasing allowance for doubtful debts

Contra current
asset in the

Statement of 
Financial Position

This amount is the 
‘difference’ between the amount in 

the trial balance and the new 
calculated amount.

Administrative
expense in Income

Statement

When decreasing the allowance for doubtful debts, the General Journal entry will always be:

2. Decreasing allowance for doubtful debts

DR Allowance for doubtful debts xx

CR  Doubtful debts expense xx

The credit ‘Doubtful debts expense’ will be shown as an administrative expense, but with brackets ( ) to 
show it as a credit in the Income Statement.

Calculating the allowance for doubtful debts

Step One
Adjust for additional bad debts and/or invoices issued on balance day at balance 

date.
▼

Step Two
Calculate % of accounts receivable expected to be doubtful debts.

▼

Step Three
Subtract ‘old’ Allowance fi gure from the ‘new’ 

Allowance fi gure (from Step Two).
▼

Step Four

If Step Three is a positive number 
(i.e. New Allowance DD is bigger), 
use journal entry 1 above.

If Step Three is a negative number 
(i.e. New Allowance DD is smaller), 
use journal entry 2 above.

9. Depreciation
Irrespective of the method of depreciation that is used, the accounting treatment will remain the same. The 
General Journal entry will always be:

DR Depreciation – asset name xx

CR  Accumulated depreciation – asset name xx

10. Inventory revaluation
This adjustment records the decrease in value of inventory on hand due to obsolescence, fashion trends and 
so on. Inventory should be recorded at the ‘lower of cost or net realisable value’. The amount of the entry is 
the difference between historical cost and the net realisable value. The Journal entry is:

DR Cost of goods sold xx

CR  Inventory xx
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Closing entries
At the end of the fi nancial year, a business will want to measure its fi nancial performance – the accountant 
will prepare fi nancial statements and, among other things, calculate profi t. This is achieved by subtracting 
total expenses from total income and it occurs in the Income Statement. Income and expense fi gures relate 
to the current accounting period only, and are used once to calculate profi t, and then must be closed off 
(made to equal zero) so that the business can begin afresh in the next accounting period. The last job at 
the end of the fi nancial year is thus to remove any existing income and expense balances in the General 
Ledger at balance date, using closing journal entries.

Closing journal entries leave expense and income accounts with a zero balance, by creating an income 
summary account (to continue to follow the double-entry accounting concept). The income summary 
ledger account will contain the same information as the Income Statement, but it will appear in the layout 
of a three-column ledger. This ledger account is a tool used to prepare the fi nancial statements – it is not a 
fi nancial statement itself. Closing journal entries are prepared in the General Journal.

The following diagram is a model of how closing journal entries are prepared.

General Journal entries
Income summary 21 530
Wages 17 500
Electricity 2 600
Telephone 1 430

(to close expenses to Income summary)
Sales 24 500
Income summary 24 500

(to close revenue to Income summary)

General Ledger entries
Sales

31 Mar Balance 24 500 Cr
Income summary 24 500 0

Wages
31 Mar Balance 17 000 Dr

Accrued expense  500 17 500 Dr
Income summary 17 500 0

Electricity
31 Mar Balance 2 600 Dr

Income summary 2 600 0

Telephone
31 Mar Balance 1 500 Dr

Prepayments 70 1 430 Dr
Income summary 1 430 0

Income summary account
31 Mar Sales 24 500 24 500 Cr
31 Mar Wages 17 500 7 000 Cr
31 Mar Electricity 2 600 4 400 Cr
31 Mar Telephone 1 430 2 970 Cr
31 Mar Capital 2 970 0

Note: Each closing entry can be 
prepared individually or grouped 
(as shown alongside), and the 
amount is after any adjustments.

 Make the Income summary ledger 
account equal zero by closing to the 
capital account (journal on next page).

Updating the capital account
There are two closing entries required to update the capital account at the end of the reporting period.

• The balance of the income summary account is the profi t or loss made by the business. This amount 
($2 970 in the preceding example) is a profi t; a General Journal entry is required to transfer this from the 
income summary account to the capital account (profi t increases the equity of the business).

• The balance of the drawings account needs to be transferred to the capital account (drawings decrease 
the equity of the business).
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 Analysis and interpretation

Measures of profi tability
 Mark-up percentage

Gross Profit
Cost of Goods Sold

×  100   This fi gure shows how much (as a percentage) the business increases the 
cost price of its inventory to determine the fi nal selling price. This fi gure 
should remain constant and only increase or decrease if there is a conscious 
management decision to alter it. If this fi gure decreases unexpectedly, 
reasons for change could include inventory loss, inventory damage, 
inventory theft or other pressures on the cost of goods sold, such as a 
change in the sales mix of price obtained from suppliers. Ideal percentage 
depends on type of goods sold.

Gross profi t percentage
Gross Profit
(Net) Sales

×  100   This fi gure shows the percentage of sales dollars that convert directly to gross profi t. 
This fi gure will deteriorate when cost of goods sold increases, sales decrease (with 
a less than proportional drop in cost of goods sold and gross profi t) and as a result 
of the reasons stated above for mark-up percentage. An acceptable level for this 
measure is often thought to be 40% or greater, depending on the nature of the 
enterprise. To improve: increase mark-up %.

Expenses percentage

Expense Type
(Net) Sales

×  100
  This fi gure shows the percentage of sales dollars that have been used by a 

particular expense being calculated. These fi gures should be kept at an absolute 
minimum, and will only deteriorate when expenses increase with a less than 
proportional increase in net sales (or if expenses have decreased). Common 
examples of expense percentages include the following.

1. Distribution costs percentage
 100

1
×

Distribution Costs
Sales

  This analysis measure shows the percentage of sales spent on 
distribution costs. For example, a distribution cost percentage of 7% 
means that out of every dollar of sales made, the business spends 
seven cents on distribution costs. An increase in the percentage should 
lead to an increase in sales, since distribution costs include expenditure 
on items such as advertising, sales salaries, etc., which generate 
sales for the business. To improve: decrease spending on a specifi c 
distribution expense and explain how.

Copy correctly – Up to 3% of a workbook
Copying or scanning from ESA workbooks is subject to the NZ Copyright Act which limits copying to 3% of this workbook.
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2. Administration expense percentage
 100

1
×

Administration Expenses
Sales

  This analysis measure shows the percentage of every dollar 
of sales spent on the day-to-day operating expenses of the 
business, e.g. rent, rates, electricity, etc. This percentage should 
be compared with the equivalent percentages in previous years 
and with those of similar businesses. A business should fi nd 
ways to decrease this percentage without sales decreasing. 
An example of how to decrease this percentage would be to 
negotiate a cheaper rate with a supplier or to change a supplier 
(for example, electricity supplier or telephone and internet 
provider).

3. Finance costs percentage
 Finance Costs 100

1Sales
×

  Finance costs are the interest paid on loans, overdrafts and mortgages. 
This analysis measure shows how much of each dollar of sales is spent on 
interest. A business with a lot of debt will have high fi nance costs. However, 
the fi nance cost percentage might not increase if the business has borrowed 
money – for example, to buy more assets for the business which in turn are 
used to generate more sales. Ways to reduce fi nance costs include repaying 
debt, or switching from one lender to another that charges lower interest 
rates.

Net profi t percentage (or Profi t for the Year percentage)
Net Profit

(Net) Sales
× 100

  This fi gure represents the proportion of net sales that converts directly into net profi t. 
The net profi t percentage is heavily infl uenced by gross profi t changes, such that 
should the gross profi t percentage fall, then the net profi t percentage will usually fall as 
well. Also the level of expenses directly affects this profi t percentage.

  To identify if this percentage is at an acceptable level, decision makers should compare 
this fi gure with similar investment types and previous years’ percentages. If net profi t 
percentage is higher, then it is acceptable.

Return on average equity percentage
Net Profit

Average Equity
×  100

  This fi gure illustrates the return the business is generating on the investment 
that the owner has made in the business. It is a fi gure that should be compared 
with prevailing bank interest rates (and other relatively low-risk investments) and 
with the returns offered by alternative investment proposals and portfolios, to 
determine if the risk/return relationship is satisfactory and if the funds invested 
by the owner are producing a satisfactory return. To improve: increase profi t by 
increasing mark-up % or decreasing expenses. Do not advise decreased equity.

Return on total assets percentage

100×
Net Profit + Interest Expenses

Average Total Assets

  This fi gure measures how well the assets of the business are being 
utilised to generate a return for the business. It should also be 
compared with fi gures from previous years to show a trend. This 
percentage is affected when the business purchases new property, 
plant and equipment, usually decreasing the return in the fi rst year, 
but in the long term the purchase should benefi t the business. To 
improve: increase profi t as described earlier, or sell off ineffi cient/
unused PPE assets.
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Measures of liquidity
The following ratios are measures of the business’s current fi nancial position, in particular the meeting of 
current and immediate debt obligations.

Current ratio
Current Assets

Current Liabilities
: 1

  This ratio is a measure of the business’s ability to meet its current short-term debt 
obligations as they fall due. This ratio should remain greater than 1 : 1 to ensure 
that debts can be met as they become due. This ratio shows the ability that the 
business has to ‘cover’ its current liabilities with its current assets. (Current = within 
the next accounting period.) To improve: owner should invest more money; get a 
bank loan.

Liquid ratio

Current Assets – (Inventory + Prepayments)
Current Liabilities – Secured bank overdraft

: 1
  This ratio is a measure of the business’s ability to meet 

its immediate debt obligations. This ratio should remain 
greater than 1 : 1 to ensure that immediate debts can 
be met. This ratio shows the ability the business has 
to ‘cover’ its liquid liabilities with its liquid assets. To 
improve: same as current ratio.

Measures of fi nancial stability

Equity ratio

Equity
Total Assets : 1

  This ratio shows the proportion of the total assets of the business that have been 
funded by the owner. As a general rule, the owner should ensure that this measure 
remains in excess of 0.50 : 1. If this ratio is close to 1 : 1, then the possibility exists that 
opportunities to expand (via the use of debt) are available. A ratio of less than 0.50 
: 1 indicates the business has high levels of debt, and possible future instability. To 
improve: owner should invest more cash/assets; ensure next year’s drawings are less 
than profi t for year. 

Measures of managerial effectiveness 

Management effectiveness 
The following ratios are measures of how well business policy (e.g. stock levels, debt collection) is being 
adhered to.

Inventory turnover

Cost of Goods Sold
Average Inventory

  This fi gure shows the number of times, per annum, that the average inventory on 
hand in the business is sold. 

What an appropriate inventory turnover fi gure is depends on the nature of the inventory being sold. For 
example, a bakery could not hold inventory for longer than a day, while a car sales yard might well retain 
inventory for in excess of 6 months. The fi gure returned by this calculation will identify the times per year 
that inventory is entirely replaced (that is, on paper – not necessarily each actual physical item).

Inventory turnover is important: if it is too high, then the business is turning over its inventory fast which 
could mean it is often selling out of inventory items. If it is too low, then the business could have inventory 
sitting on the shelves for a long time and this could lead to its becoming soiled and damaged; or if it is 
perishable (e.g. food), it could pass its ‘use-by date’. Too much inventory also represents cash tied up which 
could be used in more productive ways for the business. Inventory turnover is closely linked to the mark-up 
percentage (for example, a high mark-up percentage usually results in a low turnover), and the amount of 
inventory on hand.
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 Age of accounts receivable

Net Credit Sales = Credit Sales × 1.15

Average Accounts Receivable
Net Credit Sales (incl. GST) ×  365

  This formula will produce a fi gure that represents the length of 
time, in days – on average – which it takes for accounts receivable 
to repay the debts they owe to the business. An acceptable level is 
generally considered to be 30–45 days.

An ‘age of accounts receivable’ fi gure that is too high is an issue for a business. The reason is that money 
owed by customers is usually required by a business to pay suppliers and other expenses. If the ‘age of 
accounts receivable’ is too high, the business may fi nd it is short of cash (that is, it will have a liquidity 
problem). On the other hand, this fi gure can never be too low, since the faster debtors pay what they owe 
the business, the better. To improve: tighten credit policy; offer discounts for prompt payment.

 Dealing with the theory of analysis and interpretation

Calculations
Formulae will be provided for analysis measures. Understanding the meaning of the numbers you 
calculate and/or are provided with is paramount – you must interpret the data.

Interpretation and evaluation
Interpretation means explaining the meaning of analysis undertaken and also identifying trends in the data, 
and making recommendations. 

This includes the following.

• Describing / explaining / justifying analysis measures.
• Describing / explaining / justifying possible reasons for trends.
• Justifying consequences of a continued trend.
• Linking (calculated) analysis measures to other fi nancial information.
• Making links between related (calculated) analysis measures.
• Using comparative fi gures and the results of their analysis to comment on an entity’s fi nancial 

performance and fi nancial position.
• Making a recommendation to an entity and explaining / justifying the recommendation by explaining 

how it will improve:
 – profi tability
 – fi nancial stability
 – liquidity
 – management effectiveness.

A good activity to complete is to ‘mind-map’ each analysis measure, highlighting what it means and what 
infl uences it. This will enable you to see clear similarities/linkages between measures.

Note: Achieved = describing

 Merit = explaining

 Excellence = justifying
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 practice

 Questions
Analysis and interpretation

You will be supplied with a formula resource containing the formulae to calculate the analysis measures. 
In the following questions, please use the formulae on pages 85–88. 

Question One
Resource One

Papermill
Income Statement (extract) for years ended 31 March

2015 2016

$ $

Sales (20% are credit) 507 000 532 000

Cost of goods sold 260 000 280 000

Gross profi t 247 000 252 000

Resource Two

Papermill
Income Statement information and analysis measures for years ended 31 March

2015 2016

Gross profi t $247 000 48.7% Gross profi t $252 000 47.4%

Distribution costs $110 000 21.7% Distribution costs $113 000 21.2%

Administrative expenses $66 000 13.0% Administrative expenses $67 000 12.6%

Finance cost $3 000 0.6% Finance cost $3 000 0.6%

Net profi t / profi t for year $68 000 13.4% Net profi t / profi t for year $69 000 13.0%

Conversation extract between Anne and her friend Aroha from March 2016

Anne

Anne

Anne

Aroha

Aroha

Aroha

How 
did the radio 

advertising go 
this year?

Have 
you had to 

hire any new offi ce 
staff this year?

Are 
you still offering 

one month’s credit to 
customers? Yes, 

and I am offering 
a 2% discount on 

payments made within 
this time.

No, 
my offi ce staff 

have worked well and 
they have managed 

the workload.

It was 
a good decision to 

use more radio advertising 
and cut back on advertising in 

the local newspaper. Using radio 
was more expensive, but it 

has been effective.

 Year 2016  
Ans. p. 136
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Resource Three

Papermill
Summary of Assets, Liabilities and Equity as at 31 March

2015 2016

$ $

Assets

Accounts receivable 11 000 10 500

Bank 32 500 2 500

Inventory 50 000 85 000

Prepayments 1 000 1 500

Property, plant and equipment 450 000 452 000

544 500 551 500

Liabilities

Accounts payable 9 000 9 000

Accrued expense 2 000 1 500

GST payable 3 000 3 500

Loan (due 2030) 70 000 70 000

84 000 84 000

Net assets 460 500 467 500

Equity

Capital 455 500 460 500

Drawings (63 000) (62 000)

Profi t for year 68 000 69 000

460 500 467 500

Refer to the formulae on pages 85–88 and Resources One, Two, and Three when answering the 
questions.

Part A

Papermill is owned by Anne. The business is a stationery shop that sells books, magazines, toys, and offi ce 
supplies.

a. Complete the table of analysis measures below using the formulae on pages 85–88 and 
Resource One. (Round your answer to one decimal place, where necessary, and ignore GST.)

Analysis Measures for Papermill

2015 2016

Percentage change in sales 2% %

Mark-up percentage 95% %

Mark-up percentage – industry average 95% 95%
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 Achievement Standard 91174 (Accounting 
2.1): Demonstrate understanding of 
accounting concepts for an entity that 
operates accounting subsystems

 2.1 Conceptual basis of accounting
 Question One
Part A

a. The purpose of a Cash Flow Statement is to report the 
cash received and cash paid and the resulting increase or 
decrease in cash for a period of time, in this case showing 
that Beachsplash has increasing receipts and increasing cash 
surplus (from $8 000 to $25 000) for the past two years. 
The Cash Flow Statement is prepared under the assumption 
of monetary measurement in that all the fi gures in the 
statement are in New Zealand dollar terms. For example, the 
total payments are NZ$145 000 even if Beachsplash had to 
import some of its paddle boards.

 The information provided in the Cash Flow Statement 
summary supports the decision making of Torpedo7 because 
two years’ information has been provided, allowing Torpedo7 
to see trends and to fi nd similarities and differences between 
the two years. Seeing that the total receipts have increased 
greatly, from $145 000 to $170 000 in 2015 and there is an 
improving cash position over the two years and that there 
was a surplus of cash of $25 000 this year, helps Torpedo7 
decide to sell the paddle boards on credit, as Beachsplash has 
suffi cient cash to repay them.

 (A = purpose of cash fl ow and description of comparability and answer linked to 
Beachsplash, M = in addition to Achieved, explaining how Torpedo7 will use the comparative 
information from the Cash Flow Statement, E = justifi es Torpedo7 using the cash-fl ow 
information to make its decision, explaining why and how Torpedo7 uses the cash-fl ow 
information, with reference to features of comparability.)

b. The paddle boards are an asset for Beachsplash because 
Beachsplash purchased the paddle boards on credit in the 
past from Torpedo7. Beachsplash controls the use of the 
paddle boards and has exclusive rights to them by deciding 
who to hire them to and by keeping them locked in storage 
while they are not being used. Customers will pay to hire 
the paddleboards for use in the surf, which will generate 
economic benefi t in the future, which increases bank and hire 
fees received. It is probable (a more than 50% likelihood), 
that customers will pay to hire the paddle boards due to the 
boards’ popularity, and the $15 500 cost of the paddle boards 
can be measured reliably because the amount is verifi ed on 
the invoice from Torpedo7. Beachsplash will report the paddle 
boards as a non-current asset because Beachsplash will keep 
the boards to generate income beyond the current accounting 
period, continuing to hire to customers for several years.

 (A = gives defi nition of asset linked to paddle boards and Beachsplash, and non-current asset 
keep beyond the current year, M = in addition to Achieved, explains how the paddle boards 
meet the defi nition, and some recognition criteria, E = justifi es the reporting of the paddle 
boards as a non-current asset, explaining why and how Beachsplash reports the paddle boards 
as a non-current asset in accordance with the defi nition of asset and the recognition criteria.)

p. 8

Part B

a. Depreciation is the systematic allocation of the depreciable 
amount of the asset over its useful life. Because the paddle 
boards and billboards have different uses, their methods of 
depreciation should be different. Straight-line depreciation 
recognises that the loss in future economic benefi t is 
consistent over the asset’s life and this is why the straight-
line method is best for the billboard. The loss in economic 
benefi t of the billboard is consistent; e.g. $500 each year, or 
5% p.a. because the billboard is fi xed and its use does not 
change. The units-of-use method is best used when the loss of 
future economic benefi t changes in direct relationship to how 
much the asset is used and the amount of depreciation varies 
depending on the usage. Because the loss in future economic 
benefi t of the paddle boards is in direct relation to how much 
they are used (e.g. the more they are hired out, the greater 
the wear and tear and their loss in value) this method best 
reports their depreciation.

 (A = defi nition of depreciation or an explanation of one of the methods for Beachsplash 
and the paddle boards or billboard, M = both methods of depreciation explained for 
Beachsplash and linked to the assets, E = justifi es depreciation methods being different for 
the billboard and the paddle boards, because of usage and loss of future economic benefi t 
for Beachsplash.)

b. The footpath sign will be reported in accordance with 
historical cost, which requires Beachsplash to report the 
advertising expense at its original acquisition cost, which is 
$250 for the sign. Materiality requires that all information 
that is likely to infl uence the decisions of users be disclosed 
separately. An item can be material by value/amount or 
by nature. In this case the footpath sign is not a material 
item by nature, and the amount of $250 is immaterial in 
size, especially in relation to the $8 000 billboard (only 
3%); therefore writing the street sign off as an expense, as 
opposed to as a non-current asset, will not infl uence the 
decisions of users of the fi nancial statements, and the small 
amount is not going to misstate the profi t, whereas the 
$8 000 would do so.

 (A = defi nes historical cost in relation to the street sign and $250/Beachsplash and discusses 
an aspect of materiality, M = explains historical cost and materiality in relation to the 
street sign for Beachsplash, E = justifi es the reporting of the street sign in accordance with 
materiality by discussing its value in relation to that of the billboard, and decisions.)

Part C

a. The $500 is included as income in Beachsplash’s Income 
Statement as part of the paddle board hire and lesson income 
because it meets the characteristics of income. The $500 lesson 
fees have increased the asset ‘accounts receivable’ because the 
invoice has been issued for the lessons and hire earned this 
year. The hire fees increase Beachsplash’s profi t for this year, 
which increases equity, and they are not a contribution by 
Wiremu the owner, but come from the local school.

 Faithful representation requires Beachsplash’s fi nancial 
statements to be complete, free from error and free from 
bias. The $500 invoice meets these criteria; if it was not 
included, the income and profi t for the period would be 
incomplete and the hire fees would not fully represent the 
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income for the year ended 31 March 2016. The $500 is free 
from bias because the school has not disputed the invoice, 
and it is accurate.

 (A = describes how the $500 hire fees meet the characteristics of income in context for 
Beachsplash, M = explains in detail how the $500 meets the characteristics of income and 
gives some description of faithful representation with examples, E = justifi es the reporting of 
the $500 paddle hire and lesson income in this year’s Income Statement in accordance with 
the defi nition of income and the characteristic of faithful representation.)

b. The accrual basis concept states that a transaction should be 
recognised when it occurs. The effects of the transactions 
should be reported in the fi nancial statements of the period 
to which they relate. The $1 000 deposit for the hire lessons 
will be deducted from the cash-fl ow amount and paddle 
board hire and lesson income totals of $27 000 in the Income 
Statement because even though Beachsplash has received the 
money from customers this year, it is yet to earn it and will 
report it as income in next year’s Income Statement in the 
year the lessons take place.

 In the Statement of Financial Position the $1 000 will be 
reported as ‘Income in advance’ as a current liability, because 
this is yet to earned and Beachsplash is obliged to carry out 
the lessons in April or refund the deposit, which will happen 
in the next fi nancial year.

 (A = defi nes accrual basis and makes an attempt to link the income in advance $1 000 to one 
of the statements, M = explains the $1 000 income in advance with full defi nition and fully 
explained with reference to time period for one of the statements, E = justifi es the reporting 
of the $1 000 income in advance in relation to accrual basis and fully explains the correct 
treatment and dollar amounts in the statements.)

 Question Two
Part A

a. The purpose of the Income Statement is to report the 
incomes and expenses of Healthy Greens in order to calculate 
the annual profi t. The Income Statement is prepared in 
accordance with the reporting period concept, which states 
that the life of Healthy Greens must be broken up into time 
periods of equal length for reporting purposes. This is shown 
by the fact that in the three years Healthy Greens has been 
operating, the business has prepared the Income Statement 
for the year ended 31 March so that profi t can be calculated. 
The concept of comparability ensures that trends can be 
seen and any similarities or differences highlighted. The 
bank manager would have used the information from the 
past three years to see that sales have been increasing by a 
lot more than expenses have been increasing over the three 
years, resulting in an increase in profi t. The increase in sales 
and high profi t would allow the bank manager to loan the 
money for the delivery truck because interest payments can 
be easily covered by the existing profi t, so Healthy Greens is 
not a very high risk for the bank.

 (A – Purpose of Income Statement and defi nition of period reporting or features of 
comparability with answer linked to Healthy Greens / loan, M – in addition to Achieved, 
explains how bank manager will use the comparative information from the Income 
Statement, E – justifi es why and how the bank manager uses the information to make her or 
his decision, with reference to features of comparability and period reporting.)

b. The loan is a liability for Healthy Greens because the business 
received the loan in October 2014 to purchase the delivery 
truck after the bank manager approved it. Healthy Greens is 
now (in the present) obliged to repay the loan over the next 
fi ve years / by March 2020 as stated in the loan contract and 
Note to the Financial Statement. Healthy Greens has a future 
sacrifi ce of assets with regard to repaying the loan, because 
Healthy Greens will have to decrease its asset ‘bank’ account 
over the next fi ve years, until the loan is repaid.

 Reporting the loan as a non-current liability meets the 
qualitative characteristic of faithful representation, which 
states that information must be neutral, complete and 
free from error. The loan of $20 000 is neutral, complete 
and free from error because the amount is stated on the 
loan contract and in the Statement of Financial Position. 
As the loan is due in 2020 it is a non-current liability and 
this ensures the reporting of the loan is complete.

 (A – Defi nition of liability linked to the loan, or features of faithful representation and answer 
linked to Healthy Greens / loan, M – in addition to Achieved, explains how the loan features 
meet the defi nition, E – justifi es why and how Healthy Greens’ reports the loan in accordance 
with the defi nition of liability and faithful representation.)

Part B

a. Accounts receivable is an asset for Healthy Greens because the 
accounts receivable occurred in the past when Healthy Greens 
sold salad greens and vegetables to restaurants on credit 
during the year. Healthy Greens has present control over the 
accounts receivable because only Healthy Greens will benefi t 
from the debt when it is repaid. In the future, accounts 
receivable will generate economic benefi t by ensuring 
that the bank account increases when the debt is repaid. 
Healthy Greens should also continue to allow purchase on 
credit, which will increase sales and ‘bank’ in the future. The 
accounts receivable debt can be measured reliably because 
there will be invoices from the credit sales stating how much 
each debtor owes.

 (A – Three characteristics of assets, linked to accounts receivable and Healthy Greens, and 
reference to an invoice, M – 3 characteristics of asset explained in relation to credit sales, 
accounts receivable and Healthy Greens, and the reliability linked to the invoice, E – 3 
characteristics of assets justifi ed in relation to credit sales, accounts receivable, and Healthy 
Greens linked to the future, and the value of debts measured reliably linked to the invoice.)

b. ‘Doubtful debts’ is reported in the Income Statement of 
Healthy Greens because it is an expense. The doubtful debts 
are an expense because they decrease the estimated realisable 
value of the asset ‘accounts receivable’ by increasing the 
allowance for doubtful debts to be 2% of the accounts 
receivable balance. The doubtful debts decrease profi t for the 
year, which decreases Healthy Greens’ equity, and the doubtful 
debts are not a distribution to Maia, the owner.

 The reporting of the doubtful debts meets the qualitative 
characteristic of relevance, which states that information 
should confi rm and evaluate past events, and help predict 
future events to help infl uence decisions. The accounts 
receivable value in the Statement of Financial Position 
reports the estimated realisable value that is expected 
to be received from debtors in the future, which is more 
relevant to making decisions than is the total debt, 
because this is the money that is likely to be received and 
therefore spent by Healthy Greens in the future. This is also 
disclosed in the note to the fi nancial statements.

 (A – Three characteristics of an asset, linked to accounts receivable and Healthy Greens, and 
some features of relevance, M – 3 characteristics of an asset explained in relation to doubtful 
debts and accounts receivable and Healthy Greens, and relevance linked to making decisions, 
E – 3 characteristics of an asset justifi ed in relation to doubtful debts and accounts receivable, 
reference to estimated realisable value with relevance to making decisions and Healthy Greens.)

Part C

a. The $250 spent on diesel is reported in two ways in 
accordance with the accounting entity concept. The $200 
spent on making deliveries for Healthy Greens is an expense 
and therefore is revenue expenditure. This is because the 
diesel is a regular, recurring payment because the business will 
have to purchase diesel for its delivery truck at least monthly. 
It is also revenue expenditure because the diesel is an expense 
that decreases this year’s profi t, and will be reported in the 
Income Statement for Healthy Greens as a distribution cost.

 The $50 spent on diesel by Healthy Greens for Maia’s 
personal use must be reported as drawings in the 
Statement of Financial Position. This is because the 
accounting entity concept requires Maia to keep the 
fi nancial transactions/affairs of her business Healthy Greens 
separate and distinct from her personal fi nancial affairs, 
and the trip to Greymouth was a personal trip. This $50 
is not a business expense and therefore should not be 
reported in Healthy Greens’ Income Statement.

 (A – Describes the $200 diesel as revenue expenditure and gives the defi nition of accounting 
entity/drawings for the $50 diesel, M – explains the $200 diesel payment as revenue 
expenditure, including reference to Healthy Greens’ Income Statement, and explains 
accounting entity and the reporting of the $50 diesel as drawings, E – justifi es the difference 
in reporting of the diesel in the Income Statement and the Statement of Financial Position 
for Healthy Greens by integrating the reasons with key features of the accounting entity and 
revenue expenditure.)
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